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Culture of Innovation

Tom Fuller
tom@nextjump.com

Opening Thought (from prior Academy Attendee)

Q: How are Leadership & 
Innovation related?

A: “To make an agile process 
work (an innovation process) you 
need people you trust. 
Aka, you trust their judgement.
Aka, they are leaders.”
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Programs

Innovation is a 
muscle – takes

practice

Embrace
Failure

Expose Your
Work Early 

Anything can be practice 
ground:
• “make it nice” program,
• flagship experiments,
• FTU

Organizationally, can you 
accept it?

Can’t hide programs:
• Throwdown
• Company meetings
• App competition

Match the skill level to the 
person.

Big mistake: “tada” moments

Common mistakes: give the 
21yo the most 
innovative/important project
Never create practice ground 
for new people

1 2 3

EXAMPLE OF PRACTICE GROUND: HALLWAYS
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Innovative teams “are levelheaded about failure and 

comfortable with the inherent messiness of 

experimentation. The magic for [innovative teams] is 

not something’s initial lightbulb moment but the 

commitment to assessing, refining, and reintroducing the 

systems that will make the thing work.”

- HBR

Embracing Failure
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• Speed is your only competitive advantage 
• Get your idea up and running as fast as you can 
• Don’t worry about the quality of the code at first
• There will be time to make it better later, once it works

Ethos: “RELEASE FAST & ITERATE LIKE HELL”

Reality = your idea won’t work
(so start so you can figure our what will)
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The Debrief
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Feedback is the ”Sparkplug”

Vs.
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EXAMPLE OF ‘EXPOSING YOUR WORK’ PROGRAM
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Tools
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v1 and vX (iterate both – as you execute, you learn more, your vision adjusts, …)

vX v1

5 x 20%
Lots of little things –

nothing awesome

1 x 100%
One thing – everything else 

dropped – bottleneck

Common Mistakes

• Hedge: 5 things, becomes 20, becomes 100
• Singularly focused: often, you will find the 1-day thing (20%) is making more 

progress.  If you bet everything on one aspect, you are taking major risk.
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60%
3 full days

Purposefully make something AWESOME
(tip: brutal de-prioritization + urgency)

20%
1 full day

 3x the energy than your #2

60-20

• Make a bet.  Stop worrying about what to choose as #1 (60%)
• Focus on process of making something awesome – CONSISTENTLY
• week after week adds-up

Behaviors for Innovation

1. Think like an owner Transparency:
• Team Debriefs
• MV21

2. Independent thinking
• Chance to shine & be seen by senior leaders
• Solve problems from bottom up
• Promote “authorship vs “ghost writing”

• Throwdown (weekly)
• Showcase (monthly)
• NxJ X (annual)

3. Seek Feedback (“No LHF”) • Feedback App
• Feedback Bar

4. Iteration (process mindset vs. outcome mindset) • NxJ-Beta-All

5. Think like a customer • 1-1-All

• Setting up the environment to promote behaviors that lead to innovation … 
• Exercise the “innovation” muscles

Behaviors Programs
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PREVENTING
USELESS 

INNOVATION
(it’s about judgement)
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ENGINEERS

 Quality  Speed
 Slow  Fast
 Depth  Breadth
 Backend  Front End
 Coding Process  Product Outcome
 Lots of Planning  All action
 Long Term  Short Term

Philosopher Hacker

• Schools create Philosophers.  “More robust us always better” = WRONG
• At early stage, bias to Hackers.
• But look for “self awareness”
• Master engineers are balance of both

vs.
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You must choose between

Speed OR Quality

CONVENTIONAL WISDOM

- bullsh*!
17

CONVENTIONAL WISDOM

The best engineers code with

Speed AND Quality

“quality comes from
fast + consistent iterations”
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GROWTH OF AN ENGINEER

Level 1: slow
Everything must be perfect before I 
show anybody.  [CRISIS] What are 
you doing? This is useless!

Level 2: finger pointing
I'm releasing stuff [CRISIS] but 
“users don’t get it.” Pointing 
fingers. No one is getting adoption 
for me.  No one marketing the 
product.

Level 3: master
I am the creator.  I take full 
responsibility.  I start with a group 
of hardcore early adopters and 
improve the product.  Word of 
mouth builds …

19

Take Away 1: Speed & Oscillations (60-20)

Speed + variety of projects … you actually innovate more.

Most companies/people get it wrong: “I can be more innovative if I 
spend more time at it.”  Generally false.

• What you do fast is often not much better than what you do with 
obsessive focus

• Oscillations are good
• Private Equity: "When looked at companies - one with the most 

money were not the most innovative - it was the ones under 
constraint"
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Take Away 2: Innovation is Process

When companies are trying to innovate they tend to flip-flop 
between two solutions – neither of which work. 

• Repackage old waterfall solutions.
They have the fundamental flaw of assuming the outcome at the very start. So it's still the 
very opposite of being agile and and iterating & embracing failure as a means to solving 
problems.  [man-on-the-moon mission statements]

• Demand creativity now!
One off efforts to force creativity. And of course that is laughably unworkable [rah-rah 
approach]

What companies do need is a system. And the system that works is 
altering the culture to make innovation more likely. 

And that happens by investing in rituals.  Those rituals become 
habits. For NxJ: TPs, throw downs, etc.


